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If any important natural-language term which a 
documentalist encounters in storing literature and 
in phrasing enquiries is admitted as an addition to 
a thesaurus, then the thesaurus will soon exceed 
the limits of its operancy and will increasingly fail 
to serve the purpose of an efficient device for reli
able terminological control in the input and retrie
val stage. This continous decline can effectively be 
counteracted by conceptual analysis of candidate 
terms and by resynthesis of the terms of their con
ceptual constituents. This suggests a balanced com
bination of the thesaurus and the analytico-synthe-
tic classification approach, particularly in large in
formation retrieval systems. The representation of 
certain, predominantly syntactical relations, hoW
ever, exceeds the capabilities of both approaches. 
These relations can be managed by two different 
devices described, namely by a clearly defined s�t 
of relation indicators and by an optionally addI
tional graphical representation of extended concept 
relations. (Author) 

1 .  Introduction 

Any mechanized literature search aims at retrieving dO: 
cuments from a file that are relevant to the special tOpiC 
of the inquirer. In order to enable the search mechanlsJll 
to perform this task the inquirer will have to define the 

· 1  h �  specla goal of his literature search. In such a searc 
ques� it must be laid down in advance , i. e .  without �n�d 
?reVlOU� knowledge about relevant documents conta1I1

ed 
In the file, which particular features should be possess 
by the desired documents and are to be considered as all 
indication of their relevance to the special topic of the 

�nquirer (cf. 1 ,  postulate of definability ,  p .  1 34) . Thl: 
IS at least true of a test search directed to a sampl 
of the entire file, on the basis of which the reque.st 
can be modified and then directed to the entire file. 
In particular, it must be laid down in advance in the 

E .  tiOOal xtended vers ion of a paper presented at the Third Interna 975 
C?nfercnce on Classification Research. Bombay.  J anuar� 1 .  
��r :�eatJse: Ref. 1 ;  Second treatise : Ref. 3 ; Third treatise. 
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r�quest (and, depending on the kind of search strategy �. osen, Sometimes also in programmed machine instruclo.ns) which particular words, word connections or other 
�tnngs of characters are required to occur in the desired o�uments, representing the conceptual features that are of Interest to the inquirer. The search mechanism has 
�erfonned its task to perfection if on the one hand all ocuments that meet these a priori established search requ' t . Irements and are contained in the file have been re-
bn

eved and if, on the other hand no documents have ee . ' 

.n retneved that do not (or not sufficiently exactly) Sahsfy th . ese requlfements. 
�n spite of the perfection of the search mechanism an lnqu' . " Irer might miss interesting documents or encounter non-interesting" ones among those retrieved. Then an attempt h l '  t must be made to depict the goal of t e Itera-Ure search with a higher degree 0 f fidelity, in the re-
��e� if t�at is possible in the particular language 
ph t e retneval system in which the request must be rased. 
Any request of whatever kind can lead to the desired result 0 1 . f ' l1le n y If, among other things, it is free rom reqUlre-
fit nts that are unsatisfiable by relevant documents m the 
S
l e. (2 , 3 , 4). An inquirer always runs the risk of stating un

. ahsfiable requirements if he approaches a mechanized file I n the s . h' v . arne manner as he is accustomed to do m IS con-
o�

ntlo.nal, self-servi�e literature searches, a typical feature 
i w.hlch is that they are based less on difinition than on 
�tUltion. Furthermore he will rarely be aware of the 
·"any · , h 

. 
d Input conventions which are obeyed by t e m-
C 
eXers and the knowledge of which is essential for suc-essful retrieval. 

In pa t' . 
l1len/ Icular, an inquirer is likely to �t�te search requlfe-
a 

s that are too trivial or too speCific for the file or 
s�

e un�atisfiable merely by reason of their linguistic pre-
ntahon. 

Atr� �ar as search requirements are concerned that are too 
IVlal . . f ' f nlin In �ature , the chemist as indexer will re ram ro� 

liar � a kInd of knowledge with which he has been faml
the 

Since the time of his education ("Chlorine belong� to 
acet?

roup of halogen elements", "Treating alcohols With 
an IC anhydrid leads to acetic acid esters" etc.) . Hardly 
ill;c�

he�ist will desire directions of th�s kind from � 
inf antsed file since they would constitute no genume 
raj 

or�ation for him. Entering them into the file woul� Se input time sefl-oUsl costs considerably and at the same . 
tio/.depreciate the file as a source of valuable mforn:a-
dire�t\' 

e. of items of knowledge that may directly or m
Or re Y influence the decisions of the searcher « 5), (6)) o mOve uncertainty (7) on his part . 
1it�r

t�e other hand a mechanised file, e .  g. for chemical 
cinc . Ure, should not be expected to provide highl� spe
Stan 

Inf?rmation in other fields of knowledge. For m
auth�; In. the context of highly resistant lubricants an 
Shape rIght have dealt in detail with the geometn� 
howev� the cogs of gear wheels. A chemist as an I.� 

exer, 
these d

r, shOUld not be expected to analyze and fl e etails f . s that des-Cribe th ' e . g. the mathematical unctIOn b ably e SUrface shape of the cogs. This would most pro -
illore

e
xceed his professional competence and furthe.r-these �
rov.e futile , for hardly any expert interes.ted m 
etalis Would consult a file for chemical hterature . 

For, he would encounter a far too narrow coverage of 
his literature and would badly miss professionally com
petent assistance in phrasing his search request. 
A most common source of search failure that we shall 
investigate in this article at some length originates from 
search requirements that aim at a particular mode of ex
pression for the topic of an inquirer, although it is norm
ally entirely immaterial for the inquirer, at least in all the 
fields of natural science and technology, in which way 
the topic he is interested in was expressed in relevant 
documents, provided they are presented in a language 
that he can understand.  I f  modes of expression differ-
ent from that expressly laid down in the search request 
have always been entered into the file, and if the search 
mechanism was not instructed on the conceptual equi
valence of all these different modes of expression in ad
vance , then loss of relevant information is bound to 
occur. Avoiding unsatisfiable search requirements of this 
kind necessitates the predictability ( I (postulate of pre
dictability), 8) of the modes of expression by which the 
topic of an inquirer has been expressed in the file, i. e .  
the predictability of the representation of concepts and 
concept relations. 
In order to achieve this predictability one may keep a 
continuous record on which particular modes of expres
sion for topics of possible enquiries have already been 
entered into the file, perhaps because the authors of 
relevant documents have used these expressions. Since 
this vocabulary can be established and updated after the 
corresponding documents were filed, it can be denoted 
an "a_posteriori-vocabulary", irrespective of the kind of 
language (natural or not) of the vocabulary terms, 
From this point of view the more conventional kind of 
vocabulary, such as classification schedules, controlled 
vocabularies, authority lists etc. constitutes an "a-priori
vocabulary". The natural-language representations for 
essential concepts and concept relations in a document 
to be filed are translated into one single , solely permis
sible mode of expression before they are entered into the 
search file and are thus made predictable. Such vocabu
laries have also to be established before the correspond
ing documents are entered into the search fIle . In phras
ing a search request, only a single or at most a very few 
related modes of expression taken from this vocabulary 
need be considered. 
For natural-language vocabularies of index languages, in 
particular for those also desplaying relations among the 
individual terms, the denotation "Thesaurus " has be
come common, irrespective of whether or not they are 
used as a-priori or a-posteriori vocabularies. On this 
meaning of the word "thesaurus" the follOWing treatise 
is based-
Thesauri (cf. 13) hold a number of significant advantages 
as compared with conventiona� classifications_ The latter 
require the assignment of notatIOns t? all concepts of pres
ent andfuture interest to enable the mdexer to analyse all 
incoming documents without delay and without previ
ous revision of the vocabulary. However, such an a-priori
vocabulary can always only be established incompletely, 
in particular as far as newly emerging concepts tl1at are 
continuously being created by research and development 
are concerned. 
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Furthermore, many classifications provide only limited 
hospitality for concepts and concept relations newly 
emerging or having only recently deserved interest. 
Thus, in the course of the years these classifications are 
bound to become obsolete or chaotic as a result of illogi
cal insertions and extensions. A thesaurus, however, pro
vides an apparently unlimited hospitality for new con
cepts and their relations. 
By virtue of the abovementioned features a thesaurus 
can, at least in part, be used as an a-posteriori vocabulary 
and thus relieve the documentalist of the time-consum
ing, expensive, and always incomplete preparatory work 
for classification schedules. A thesaurus also offers the 
possibility of displaying relations other than hierarchical 
ones, should this be of interest, and of dealing with terms 
the meaning of which is obscure. A thesaurus does not 
necessitate problematic decisions with respect to the 
meaning of a term as is the case with classifications of 
the conventional kind. 
When using a thesaurus one is, due to the natural langu
age character of its terms, not compelled to look up al
most all of them as is necessary in the case of classifica
tions. - One should, however, beware of overestimating 
this particular feature of a thesaurus, for, if looking up is 
entirely dispensed with, this may also inpair the consist
ency of indexing depth and, concomitantly , the predict
ability of the representation of concepts and concept 
relations and thus devaluate the thesaurus for the pur
pose for which it is intended. Furthermore, reflecting 
about (instead of looking up) tlie most appropriate , con
cise, and sufficiently common natural language mode of 
expression for a topic to be represented may frequently 
outweigh the timesavings gained by omitting look-up. 
Replacing a mode of expression for a concept consisting 
of several words or sentences by an appropriate concise 
term is strongly in the interest of the reliability of the 
search. 
Due to the aformentioned favourable features of a the
saurus it has often been considered superior to classifica
tions of the conventional kind, particularly with respect 
to the criterion of survival power under the constraints 
of the future requirements and to the ease of implemen
tation of a thesaurus-based retrieval system and of its 
operational utilization. 

_ itLiJ�', ,1 , , .  o;'f' 

might be suited for phrasing a generic search �s is pos�� 
ble in the case of systematic notations. Genenc searc

( . so-ing with natural language terms therefore reqUireS a h me times prohibitively large) number of alternative se�rc d 
terms. In addition, natural language terms in mechanIze t 
information retrieval may simulate concepts that are n� 
implied (see chapter 3) . All these deficiencies of natura ly 
language in retrieval systems have already been thorouf. n 
investigated, in particular by Ranganathan and his In la 
school (cf 9) . 
The ease with which newly emerging terms and relations 
between terms can, purely physically , be entered into a 
thesaurus, has seduced documentalists into making e)(
cessive use of this possibility. This has sometimes led t.o 
an entire break down of prominent and initially promIS
ing thesauri after several years of operational use or, �t SS the very least, to a continuous decrease in their usef� ne 
for the purpose for which they have originally been In
tended, namely to attain and to maintain the predictab
ility of the modes of expression for topics in a search 

th's file. We shall investigate in some detail the nature of 1 
pernicious and sometimes even fatal process. It will be
come apparent that this process can effectively be co�n� 
teracted by recalling to mind principles typical of ant! Y 
tico-synthetic classification and by employing them rn a_ 
balanced and proper combination together with the the 

saurus approach . 

2. The demands made on thesauri for large , 
opemtional retrieval systems 

If an indexer is to translate a topic of a ducument or an 
inquiry into a predictable mode of expression with the 
aid of a thesaurus, then he must not content himself 
with selecting from the thesaurus some acceptable te� 

. un-which he encounters or memorizes more or less con f 
gently. Rather is it paramount for the effectiveness 0 t 
the subsequent retrieval process that he selects the rn,os 
approporiate mode of expression for this topiC that IS 1 
�rovided �� th� thesau�s ( l ,  p. 1 32 ,  postulate of fi�� 
lty) . ClaSSIfIcation and mdexing has always been baS 
on this fundamental principle . . ct-Only in this way can the intersubjective and intrasubJe 
. . h t ansi al�e c�nslstenc.y and, hence, predictability of t e r . val 

As a vocabulary of natural language terms, however, a 
thesaurus necessarily suffers from several deficiencies 
inherent to natural language if it is used for information 
retrieval purposes. Among these are the ambiguity of 
many terms and their vacillation in meaning over the 
years. For many important and quite common concepts 
no concise terms have been coined as yet, a situation 
which necessitates the use of entire sentences for express
ing them or at least highly multiworded terms. Both kind 
of expressions are however little suited information re
trieval purposes. 

tion mto the mdex language be attained, and a ret.ne
ed. 

system of an advanced precision and recall be achiev 
. deA .do�ument may, among many other things, d�al ln f 

tall WIth countermeasures against a particular kllld 0 
destruction of copper materials characterized by the . , h m1-occurrence of many sharply localized centers of c e 
cal de�o1i�ion of pipes caused by impurity particles d 
contamed m drinking water. If any multi-or single-wor 
term of practical importance representing a more or l��_ c?mposite concept related to the phenomenon of cor 
Slon prevention is admitted to the thesaurus then the 
�attter may provide , possibly among others, 'the folloW-
mg terms for the topic of this document : Furthermore , a natural language term only rarely expres

ses all the essential features of an object in the viewpoint 
of a certain subject field . Therefore , natural language 
terms of even closely related concepts have most frequent
ly no string of characters (word stem, syllable etc.) in 
common that could display genuine relationships and 

Antirust compositions 
Cavitation prevention 
Corrosion inhibitors for metals Corrosion prevention in stainless steel vessels P�evention of undesired chemical change of materialS 
Plttmg prevention 
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Spalling prevention Stabilizing against chemical destruction Stabilizing of copper against corrosion. 
A thesaurus to which composite terms of the kind listed above are admitted will necessarily be (or soon become!) ve
f
ry large, comprehending perhaps several tenthousands o terms. 

�rom the above preselection of thesaurus terms an in/xer may, after some reflection, choose the terms "pit-ln� prevention" and/or "Stabilizing copper against cor-rosIon" h' h . t , w IC he regards the most appropna e ' ones among those preselected and hopefully among all those aVail b . " . . 
, a Ie In the thesaurus. A still more appropnate term 

;s 'Pitting prevention in copper pipes (for drinking water)". t Was, however not contained in the thesaurus for good reasons h ' ' I k ' or t e mdexer happened to over 00 It. �he reliability with which the most appropriate term will 
t 
e chosen also depends on the extent to which alien 

t�rms are undesirably included in this preselection. For, 
s.;se may render it unnecessarily large and lead to con-I erable scattering of the terms most appropriate for the ���reSentation of a topic. Thus, they may depreciate it 
Se 

the purpose for which it is intended, namely to pre
ch

nt a� offer of terms easy to survey for the purpose of 
Vie�Stn� the �ost appropriate one. From this p�int of 
1· , a situation extremely disserviceable to the mdexer s the h' fi a b 

one shown in figure 1 A (see below). In t IS 19ur� rOken line means a term in a thesaurus alien to a tOPIC 
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under consideration . The related terms are expressed by 
full lines, the thickness of which is intended to indicate 
the closeness of their relation to the topic. 
Considerable expenditure with respect to patience, con
centration, and memory will be demanded from the in
dexer, if he is expected to survey large preselections of 
this kind (for example several hundred related terms) 
originating from very large vocabularies and to add to it 
by purely memorizing terms that are still missing in it. 
These resources of patience, concentration and memory, 
however, are in each case subject to natural human 
limitations, and the indexer is permanently in danger 
of being overtaxed in their employment, particularly 
in systems that are continually growing with respect 
to file size, vocabulary size and number of topics to 
deal with in storage and/or retrieval every day. When 
this kind of overburdening occurs, the indexer will fail 
intersubjectively and intrasubjectively to assign consist
ently to the documents and search topics the most ap
propriate terms provided by the thesaurus ( l ,  p .  1 26, 
postulate of available search capacity). 
This will impair the predictability of the modes of expres
sion for concepts and concept relations. Correspondingly 
defective will be the searches based on such an indexing 
work . They will suffer from ballast of irrelevant infor
mation and from loss of relevant information contained 
in the file. 
Much more useful for the indexer is the situation demon
strated in figure 1 B. Here, the indexer encounters an 
orderly arrangement of terms in juxtaposition ( 1 0), more 
or less closely related to the topic under consideration, 
brought together at a foresseeable place, most ideally 
according to Ranganathans APUP A pattern (9). This will 
strongly facilitate the reliable and fast choice of the most 
appropriate thesaurus term even under the pressure of 
operational work. 

The larger a vocabulary and the larger the number of 
topiCS to deal with in every day storage and retrieval 
practice the less will an i�dexer be a?le to compensate 
for lacking order of the kmd shown m figure 1 A by em
ployment of his limited resources or time, patience, and 
memory. The greater will also have to be the import
ance attached to an orderly arrangement of the kind 
shown in figure 1 B.  

In  practice, however, i t  i s  only possible to  approximate 
to the ideal state of the extreme high degree of order of 
figure 1 B. For, the multidimensionality of relations that 
prevails by nature �mong the �erms cannot undistortedly 
be depicted in a stnctly one-dtmenslOnal arrangement of 
term lists, as we know fron: our experience with conven
tional classifications and With prototypes of thesauri such 
as Roget's. 
I a strictly linear sequence of terms, relationship can be n

pressed only to a very limited extent by arranging ex . I them in juxtaposition .  For, m SUC 1 a sequence ,  a certain 
term (e. g. no. 1 00) can have only one single predecessor 

uccessOr (e . g. no. 99 or no. 1 0 1 )  with which the or s d . t' I . . ( t no. 1 00 is relate m one par ICU ar vlewpomt e .  g. �rm
pol'nt 0') Those terms that are related with this term �ew . . . differen t viewpomt {j, e. g. the terms nos. 1 2 1 - 1 30, 

�1�, 375 and 8 1 0, cannot be brought in juxtaposition to 
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term no. 1 00, since these positions are already occupied 
by the terms no. 99 and no. 1 0 1 .  The same holds for 
terms that may be related with term no. 1 00 in a third 
or fourth viewpoint. Many of them will be scattered over 
the linearly arranged vocabularly. They can be linked 
with term no. 1 00 at most by references. 
In a two-dimensional display of thesaurus terms on the 
other hand, it is possible to arrange several terms in juxta
position to a certain, central term such as no. 1 00.  Thus, 
here it is possible, at least to a certain extent, to display 
relationship among terms in more than one single, privi
leged viewpoint ( 1 1 ,  1 2) .  

Highly composite terms of the kind for which "Pitting 
in copper pipes for drinking water" is an extreme ex
ample, are if unrestrictedly admitted to an unprotected 
thesaurus, not only the most common source of its un
limited growth but will also lead inherently, even if more 
latently, to a correspondingly large network of term rela
tions in the thesaurus . The majority of these "relations" 
will be purely syntacrical in nature and of the kind ob
ject - process or object - property or process - process 
conditions, if literature in the field of natural science is 
covered. Such relations are unlimited in variety . For ex
ample, in a thesaurus of the kind described above the 
terms "copper pipes for drinking water" ,  and "copper 
pipes" and "drinking water" and "copper" and "pipes" 
can also be expected, as well as terms such as "copper 
prices" , "copper purification by electrolysis" , "copper 
ore exploration" , "influencing electrical conductivity of 
copper" etc. Thousands of such terms will have to be 
linked in some way with each other in the course of 
several years' large-scale operational use of a thesaurus. 
For, the indexer will have to be safely directed from the 
thesaurus term "copper" or "drinking water" to terms 
that are more appropriate to represent the topic of a 
document or of an inquiry, e. g. to "copper pipes for 
drinking water". 

-0,. � 

. . ferences The situation is still further aggravated If I� the re(cular 
to "related" terms it is not specified in whIch p�r lone \ 
viewpoint relationship between the terms prev�!ls. 

er" may, e. g. be interested in being directed fro� COP�IS'" to "copper pipes" or "containers" or "reactiOn vess 
and from here to the "use of copper ma�erials for}h�ut conduction of water, especially of drinkmg water , er not from "copper" to "copper conductivity" , "colPof prices", "copper purification" etc. and to hundre �'cular other "related" terms. However, specifying th� pa\1 ssiviewpoint of term relationship, which is a t�PICal � �irlli
ficatory prinCiple , would require identificatiOn .an 

d tation of the kind of relationships to be reco.gnlze 
reamong terms, i. e .  a technique not common In our p 

sent day thesaurus approach. 

\ 

. etrieval It must be concluded that in large informatiOn r . e systems some limitation must be imposed on the SIZ 
and growth of a vocabulary and on the kind of terrll·m_ 
relations recognized in it. In other words not every I ,uS, 
portant term or relation can be admitted t? a t�es�u 

lead because this would, in the course of time, mevltab
f 
Yela-to its overexpansion and to that of the network 0 r a1<

tions prevailing in it. This would entail its entire br� eneSs. down or at least a continuous decrease in its effectIV 

How can this statement be reconciled with the requi
s
r
e
e�t . f pre ment for large systems to represent any tOpiC 0 rtY? and �uture interest with the utmost degr�e of tidedl have ObViOusly, those topics the terms for which woul ent? be rejected as additions to a thesaurus, �ust n�t diftnely be neglected but represented instead In a W Y 

ferent from that of introducing a new thesaurus te�or_ 
for them. They will have to be represented by post� a 
dination of terms already available or justifyable .Ind 
thesaurus (analysis) and preserving the particular kIn d iO 
of connectivity of the individual components isolate 
such an analysis (synthesis) . 

. . edict-

\ 

Both processes Will have to be performed In a pr 
able way, i. e. not based on intuition and on the pr�:� 
matics of a present situation and on the contingenCI oW 
of the present day natural language expression .

of � �es cept, but much more on a priori established pnn�P
COOand postulates that concentrate on the conceptu 

tent of a term. 
H . h t will 

It is the strength of a thesaurus as compared with conven
tional classifications that almost any kind of relation
ship, including the hierarchical one, can in principle be 
expressed by permanent juxtaposition of related terms 
Or by reference notes. By pursuing the network of rela
tions marked by these reference notes one can also 
generate juxtaposition for related terms, either purely 
in the mind, or with the aid of paper and pencil, or using 
a computer print-out or a cathodic ray display screen. If, 
however, no effective safeguard was established against 
the unlimited, continual afflux of composite terms that 
experts' terminology continually produces in the course 
of the years then an extremely heavily branched and ex
tended network of relations of the most varied kinds will 
also develop during the practical use of a thesaurus. An 
ever increasing expenditure in pursuing such a network 

ence, m large retrieval systems (or in those t a rus soon become large), admittance of terms to a thesaUeao_ should be restricted to those terms that represent � aO ingful conceptual constituents such as the isolates In 
analytico-synthetic classification. 

of relations will be involved in generating the desired ,  
most helpful kind of juxtaposition of all thesaurus terms 
to be considered for the representation of a topic. What
ever mechanical means are employed in this process (if 
any) nothing relieves the indexer from scanning and 
scrutinizing such a preselection of terms in order to 
choose the most appropriate one. This is particularly 
true of unprotected thesauri if they are applied to a large 
field of literature coverage or even on the global scale . 

3. Analysis 
'0 If it is agreed that an inquirer is primarily intereste:c� iO documents related to his search idea and not SO III t Ite the occurrence in relevant documents of words .thabvi_ happened to choose to express his idea, then it IS .�tO itS ous that it is the concept that has to be analysed I · tlt constituents and not the word or word sequence WI eflt which the idea happened to be expressed in a docUrllrieot-. . . ept-O d or m a mqUiry. Only on the basis of such a conc . tell . 

ed analysis is it possible to avoid the isolation of IllIStl'OO . . 'sola mg cO,��epts,?r of those that are meaningle�s In !, " sUver (e . g. SIlver from "silver fir" "German silver , , 
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thaw" " '1 , Sl ver J' ubilee'" "hi h" f , . 
"high air " " .  ' g rom 'high temperature", 

other ha����e , high yield"; "hand" from "on the 
eXplicit th 

etc.). Only in this way can concepts be made 

pie "Iun "a� ",:,�uld otherwise remain hidden, for exam

rnycoba 
g
t 

l� tuberculosis" (infestation of the lung by 

words t� enum tuberculosis) , "pneumonia" etc. In other 
gener�1 

e analysis will have to be based on a (hopefully 

I 
y accepted) definition of the term. 

n order to . 
established 

ren�er .thls .analysis predictable it has to be 

stituent 
a pnon which categories of conceptual con-

cons tit 
s should be isola ted in this analysis as elementary 

is a pro
ue�ts and should, then, resist further analysiS . This 

sernant�
e 
f 
ure t�e principles of which are known from 

several �th
acton�g, analytico-synthetic classification and 

I 
er vanants of conceptual analysis. 

n the IDC! fOllowi 
system for chemistry and related fields the 

fUI : ng set  of semantic categories has proved success-

matter liVing en . 
apparatu

t:ty (and organs) 
process (ch . Propert 

emlcal, nonchemical) 

It . 
Y and state of matter. 

IS advis bl Only th 
a e to exclude from this conceptual analysis 

conce �se concepts that would yield highly ubiquitous 

Conta� Udal. c�,nstituents such as water, air etc., when 
tight" e In water solubility", "steam engine", "water 

search' l . a. ,. concepts that would hardly be phrased as 

analyse
r�qulremen�s in isolation and would, if ke�t un

the Vo b not entail an unacceptably high expanSIOn of 

they w
ca �Iary . I f they were consistently analysed too, 

the nee�u d cause considerable expenditure as a result of 

?isPlay t�O employ synthetic devices that would have to 

11ity" 
e connectivity between "water" and "solub-

1'h 
etc .  (cf 1 4, p. 72). 

e anal . to the ' YSls can also be omitted (or made only optional 
. Index ) . 

. h 
Ing like er in the case of such terms in which not -

languag an agreed-upon definition exists. The natural 
lary an; term as such is then entered into the vocabu
then be l

can be phrased as a search requirement .  It must 

of this 
eft to the inquirer whether or not the meaning 

fits int���ral language term, as implied by an author, 

IS the st 
at the inquirer understands by this term. It  

with th 
rength of a system that combines the thesaurus 

t e cla ' f' . th 
.errns, the 

SSl !Cation approach that it can master ese 

Ject of analysIs of which would be futile and an ob-
I' perm ISts On th 

anent controversy among the documenta-
and the 

e one hand and between the documentalists 

I\n 
users of the system on the other. 

other la to Claim 
rge group of terms should not be permitted 

�or con mUch of the valuable space in a thesaurus : terms 

InstitUt�
epts Such as persons (or generally living entities), 

Su IOns c . . I 
ch as . ' ountnes (or generally geographlCa termS 

Ce flvers . . ' f h n-
d P�s that ' mountainS etc.). It IS tYPical 0 t ese co 

eflved f 
no reasonable more specifiC concept can be 

1'h ro ' 
Us th 

m them by adding a conceptual feature. 
tu ' ese c 

. . 
re o Oft 

oncepts are essentially not genenc tn na-
en they have not even a generic concept above 

1 IDC ' I alll;' nternat ' kf t 
LVlain H IOnal Documentation in Chemistry, 6 Fran ur 

, amburger Allee 26, Federal Republic of Germany 

them,. at least none that is of practical importance in 
a retneval system for the particular field of inte t 
Hence, in the case of terms for these concepts, th��� ;s 
no reqUIrement for a offer of related terms to facil 't t 
the choice of the most appropriate one . They need

l 
t�:re

fore not be arranged in a group of related terms and th 
need �ot be �ontained in a thesaurus that is intended t�y 

serve Just �hls purpose. If the predictability of the mode 
of expreSSiOn for such concepts is not assured per se 
. h . h h f 

' as 
IS t e case Wit t e names 0 persons, institutions co -
tries etc., it is sufficient to list them in a purely f;rm�n 

alphabetical arrangement in order to govern synony 
, 

They are therefore better taken care of by a diCtiOn�; ' 

(the purpose of which has often been confused with 
the different one of a thesaurus) . 

Should, even after these restricting measures, a thesaurus 
still embrace more than, say, 3000 terms, then the reli
able application of these terms is still endangered . It 
would require too muc� patience, time, attention, and 
'memory to survey It reltably, at least within a reasonable 
time span of familiarization with it. If an extreme reliab
ility in the assignment of thesaurus terms is paramount 
as is the case in the patent field, where searches with ' 

practically 1 00 % recall are highly desirable, then it is 
advisable to segregate from a large thesaurus a vocabu
lary with a maximum of 2-3000 particularly important 
privileged terms. The employment of terms from the res� 

of the vocabulary in storage and retrieval is not excluded 
in such a approach. But they will have to be used with 
due cau tion in phrasing a search in order to avoid loss of 
relevant information. A discussion of the properties and 
various possibilities of such a vocabulary of privileged 
terms is, however, not the subject of this paper. 

4. synthesis 
Merely a�alysing composite concep.ts into their concept
ual constituents, Without representing the particular kind 
of relation that prevailed among these constituents previ
ously, would not constitute a sufficiently accurate repre
sentation of a composite concept and would violate 
the postulate of fidelity. From such an unstructured 
conglomerate of conceptual constituents any mis
leading combination could be read out in a mechanised 
search. For example, if in a document several chemical 
substances were described, each with a set of particular 

properties of its own, it is necessary to preserve the 

linkages between an individual substance and its parti

cular properties on the one hand and also between the 

varioUS reported properties of an individual substance 

on the other. An inacceptably low precision of searches 

for substances and their properties would otherwise re

sult. This is especially true of large systems and in parti

cular of systems of a high indexing exhaustivity. Thus, 

raising the indexing exhaustivity, intended as a means 

of increasing the quality of searches in a retrieval system 

has often lead to a break down of this retrieval system ' 

after having been in operational use for some time, if no 

sufficiently effective synthetic devices were employed. 

Therefore, in any advanced indexing method the analy

sis of composite concepts is succeeded by a (re-) synthe

sis of this concept. This synthesis is intended to lead to 

a predictable representation of the relations between the 
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conceptual constituents isolated by the analysis. It is the 
predictability of this representation that distinguishes the 
reo-synthesised concept from its unanalysed, natural-lang
uage representation. 

5 .  Synthesis with graphical methods 
The most perfect way of representing concept connec
tions is the graphical one. In this way almost any kind 
of concept relation can be represented in a predictable 
way suitable for mechanised searches. The IDC uses the 
TOSAR * system for part of the documents of its litera
ture coverage ( 1 5). To each process recorded in a docu
ment a set of three levels is assigned in which, respectively, 

* TOSAR: Topological Representation of Synthetic and Analy
tical Relations of Concepts. 

I 

LJ 
I ROH PHOSPHOR I C  
PHOSPHATE AC I D  

5% 
��--------�v�--------' 

I 
I RON I RON 

PHOSPHATE 

, 

��------------�V�----------�I 

Figure 2 
I Lam inate 

the initial situation, the process itself, and the results of a 
process is represented by nodes. These are occupied by 
the corresponding concepts. The individual nodes are th 
connected by edges. The outcome of a process can.be t 
initial situation for another process succeeding in tune e c. 

For example , in the folloWing TOSAR graph a sequence 
of processes is represented in which, as a first step, an 
iron surface is treated with trichloroethylene as a sol�ent 
and 20 % aqueous phosphoric acid at 20° C for 1 5  minu
tes. This results in degreasing and, simultaneously, etch
ing of the surface. This surface is posttreated with 5 % 
aqueous phosphoric acid at 50° C for 5 minutes. The sur
face prepared in this way is coated with a layer of either 
an alloy of iron and manganese or an alloy of iron, c�ro
mium and nickel or, finally, with a layer of a pOlyarnl�e . . The surface is thus effectively protected against corrOSion. 

EJ 

,r------� �------�, 

IGREASE I �----�"r----__ �f 

Etch i ng 

50°, 5 M i nutes 

Etching 200 15  Minu t e s  

Graphical Representation of a Sequence of Processes in a TOSAR Graph 
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--

We are pr I ' ical st 
esent y lnvestigating whether the lucid syntact-

hackb ructure of the TOSAR graph is also suitable as the 
of s . one of an absolute syn tax for expressing any kind clentific t t . . levels � a ement. In partlcular, each tnplett of 
of a c 

compnses subject, predicate, objects and attributes 
in su 

�mplete sentence. Expressing scientific statements 
Sider�btn el�I?entary,  standardized format would con-
Proc 

.Y faCilitate their proper mechanised analysis and 
esslng £ 

the retrieval and, correspondingly, on the representation 
in the file. For example, the participants in the coating 
process should be differentiated as to which of them is 
the substrate to be coated (iron) and which is the coat
ing materials (alloys or polymers), Otherwise, in a me
chanised search, documents of the kind described in the 
above figure might be confused with those in which 
conversely, the polymer or an alloy material as a substrate 
is coated. or storage and retrieval. 

6. SYnthe ' 
i 

SIS by means of relation indicators he graph' al sUff! '  �c representation of the above figure is not yet 

In order to express the particular kind of participation of 
an obj ect in a process, a special kind of relation indicators 
similar to those of Diemer and Henrichs ( 1 6) was devel
�ped i? I?,C .  For 

.
each proc�ss (�or 

.
example "Dissolving", 

Coatmg ) a famtly of relatIOn mdlCators exists, for 
clent If high d th ' . f emands are made on e preclSlon 0 

S o l u b i l i ty 
Sol ubl e  Sol v e n t  i n f l uence r 

example : 

Mate r i a l 

to be e t ch ed 

Etc h i n r:  
a g f' n i 

Etched mat e r i a l  
Sol u t i on ,  

D i s s o l ved 

Ma te r i a l  to 

be e xt r ac t ed 

Ext rac t i ng Extrnc � i on 

sol ven t  . apparatus 
Sub s t r a te 

Coat i n g  

mat e r i a l  

Coated sub s t rat e  

l i v i n g  b e i n g 

to be p o i soued 

F.xtract�d 
mater ial 

L iv i ng be i n g  

not t o be po i son ed 

po i soned 

L i v i n g  be i ng ; 

Not po i so�ed 

L i v i ng be l ng 

p. 
C

lgure 3 raph ' lcal R. . J d' ators epresentation o[ some Families of RelatIOn n Ie 
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If for a process a typical apparatus or typical accelerators 
or inhibitors exist, then these also belong to the family 
of relation indicators. For reasons not to be discussed in 
detail in this paper, systematic notations were assigned 
to these relation indicators in the IDC system. These no
tations lucidly display both their appurtenance to the 
same family of relation indicators as well as their posi
tion in a hierarchy of generically related families. 
For example, the notation of the family "dissolving" is 
closely related to that of the family "mixing", "dispers
ing" , and "emulsifying". These notations also permit the 
systematic formation of negatives, for example to re
present negated concepts such as "insoluble" ,  "not sub
ject to poisoning" etc. 
Thus, the relation indicator very specifically reflects the 
role played by a certain object (substance , living entity, 

, . ' 

. . or a apparatus, energy etc ) in the context of an mqtllry . te . opna document. The consistent assignment of the appr t relation indicator to any object involved in a process �at the same time links to one another all those objects t e participate in Some respect or other in one and the sam
e process. For, in the relation indicators assigned to �h��as 

objects the string of characters  recurring is that WhlC I'n b · . h' ro�p een made typical of the concept family of t IS P . 
the particular index language . An example is the stn�g 
"sol" in the family conSisting of "soluble" , "solv�n� �l
"solubility influencer" ,  "dissolving" , "solution",  dlSS 

ed ved", " insoluble" etc. ,  if natural language termS are uSy 
or the string "BEA" if for certain reasons documen�,

ar 
language terms of the kind "7BEABX", "7BEAGX,, ' 
"7BEAHX" "6BEAXX" "8BEAMX" "8BEANX , 
"8BEABU" 

'
wen� used. Phrasing such a'string of charac

ters as a search reqUirement in conjunction with the 

I RON 
sub j e c t e d  
t o  e t c h i ng 

GREASE 
s o l ub l e  

TR I CHLORO
ETHYL ENE , 
s o l v e n t  

PHOSPHOR I C  ACID . 
e t c h i n g  a g e n t  20% 

, 

I RON . 
e t ched , 
sub j e c t ed 
to e t c h i ng 

I RON 
PHOSPHATE 

PHOSPHOR I C  
AC I D  
e t c h ing a g e n t  

5% EJ GREASE, 
dissolved 

TR I CHLORO
ETHYLENE 
S O l u t i o n

' 

'-------�vr------�I 
E t c h i n g ,  500 
5 M i nu t e s 

E t c h i n g , 200 , 1 5  M i n u t e s  

/�------------� �------------""" 
I RON, 
e t c h e d , 
coa t i n g  s u b s t r . ,  
to be c o r r o s i on 
p r o t e c t e d  

I RON 
PHOSPHATE , 
c oa t i ng sub s t r .  I RON, 

coat i n g  
material 

MANGANESE IRON, 
c o a t i n g  

, 
c oa t i ng 

mat e r i a l  material 

CHROM I UM 
coa t i ng 

, 

mater i a l 

N I CKEL , 
c o a t i n g  
ma t e r i a l  ,�--------------� r----------__ J1 

IC o a t i n g  

L am i na t e ,  
c o r rO S i on p r o t e c ted 

Figure 4 
TOSA R Graph for a Sequence of Processes Including Re7ation Indicators 
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correspond ' , , 
With Ing objects avoids confusing those objects 
ment 

�ne another that were in fact recorded in a docu
Proce 

ut were - undesirably - involved in different , Sses and w h f ' d In a f ' ere t ere ore recorded m a context an 
have 

�nct�on different from that which an inquirer may 
assign 

ntInd, - The relation indicators will have to be 
in wh � h 

to the corresponding objects even in those cases 
press/c the particular function of an object was not ex
of th; stated by an author. Therefore, the consistency 
is con�r u�age by the indexers is relatively high, which 
search 

UClVe to a correspondingly high recall ratio in the 
responses, 

This meth d ' ' 
ment ' 

0 of Usmg relation indicators as search reqUlre-
links ��s a pr�cedure quite similar to that of e�p�oying , 
a sen phraSIng a request, Thus the relation mdlcator m 

Se comb ' , , ' , I rOle i ' znes In Itself the functions of conventlOna 

mark:�:cat?rs and of links,  The relation indicat,o� is 
nerall Y different from the latter ones in that It IS ge
any y applicable (it can in principle be derived from 
�ole

process concept) and in that it is fairly well defined , 
devO�dand links of the conventional kind have often been I of th C f ' OUsly im , ese leatures. Tills deficiency has 0 ten sen-
caused 

paned their consistent usage and has sometimes 
and 1in:��hors �enerally to question the value of roles 
If 

In retneval practice .  one sup . , h graphs fo 
enm�os�� the graph for the pr�ces�es .""Ith t e 

the c r the IndiVIdual families of relatIOn mdlcators, 
as sh�:p�ete graph ready for encoding and storing results, 
B 

n In Figure 4. 
ach box '  . . ' 

Closel Indicates an individual file record 10 which 
necti Y related concepts are brought together .  The con
those

Ontf the concepts of each individual record with 
enCod °d 

other records is preserved in the form of an 
tape" e graph on a separate magnetic tape ("syntactic , cf 1 5) 
In Pa t ' 

. 
r ICliia ( b Stance r, a record of a chemical substance or su -

the rei 
g�oup) comprises all its properties (among which alI on i d ' ) 'b d ' tl Paper n Icators are counted descn e 10 le 

proces���er ConSideration. Likewise, a file record for a 
eXampl So embraces the conditions of that process, for 
Power/ l

temperature, pressure . This is a valuable and 
11J.ech � , synthetic device and makes possible economiC anlsed ' 
materi I" " searches of the kind "Polyamide as coatmg 
preCiSi�n ' �hosphoric acid as etching agent�' with 1 00 % 
POndi ' Without overloading a thesaurus With cones
and w�\terms for the unanalysed, composite concepts 
POIya..", 'd

out Introducing "relations" of the kind : "d e '  R.elated t p erms:  
C�IY�mide as coating material 

P atIng rna terial 
'hosPh . R. orlC acid ' elat ' ed terms ' Phosph " . 

Et h' onc aCid as etching agent c mg agent 
�n the oth hons (1 , er hand , the pure logics of concept connec-
1'IONA.��cal AND, inclusive OR, exclusive OR, OP
reCord in t

V, NOT) are exactly represented for each file 
t�e SirnU1t;e !OSAR  graph on the syntactic tape. Also 
Slbly und 

ne.lty or sequence in time of processes, pos-er different conditions of temperature, pressure, 
Inter 

reaction time etc. as well as the typical association of 
several substances in various mixtures etc. are exactly 
represented in this graph in a predictable form and thus 
made available for the mechanised search. 
Due to the considerable expenditure involved in drawing 
and storing TOSAR graphs, however, one will limit their 
employment to fields where it is precisely the afore
mentioned concept connections that are of utmost im
portance. This is for example the case with the literature 
in the polymer field. 
Which are the demands that would have to be made on 
thesaurus terms or on a classification if it is to achieve 
an equal degree of fidelity of the representation of topics 
of the kind demonstrated above? First of all, one would 
have, by such a term, to link with each other those con
cepts that belong to one and the same sequence of pro
cesses, because they are obviously more closely related 
with each other than with the objects of another sequen
ce of processes described in the same document. A closer 
linkage would have to be established between those con
cepts that are involved in a certain process in such a way 
that they represent the initial and the final states of this 
process. Those concepts that also belong to the same 
sequence of processes but do not immediately succeed 
each other in time would have to be linked less closely . 
Those concepts that occur in the same point in time (as 
is the case, for example, with the various starting materi
als for a certain process) would have to be particularly 
closely linked by a suitably defined set of hypothetical 
terms . The components o� a mixture are still more closely 
linked . Such a system of lInks would also have to express 
the logical compatibility of concepts. The sequence of 
concepts in time, particularly that of processes, would 
also have to be expressed. 
It is hard to imagine that the representation of all these 
concept connections with a vocabulary of any kind , be 
it a thesaurus or a classification,  can be rendered suffi
ciently logical, complete and transparent, so that one can 
in practice rely on the essentials of a document to be 
consistently represented, unless such an imagined system 
assumes a grapillcal shape. Otherwise the rules for such a 
hypothetical system would be too complicated, thus 
rendering the reliability of the searches questionable. 
Many failures of link usage reported in the literature 
apparently resulted from the lack of efficiency of the 
links investigated and from lack of clarity of the rules for 
the assignment of these links (cf. 1 7) .  

7 .  Conclusion 

If the inherent features of both the thesaurus and the 
classification approach are compared it becomes obvi
ous that they can effectively complement each other .  
In combining them it is possible to eliminate their speci
fic drawbacks and to preserve their specific advantages. 
Such an approach has already been pursued by several 
authors ( 1 8 , 1 9) and was reviewed by Lancaster (20). 
A particular variant of tills conception was described in 
this paper. Even medium sized computer facilities suffice 
for the realization of such an integrated conception if one 
is ready impartially to familiarize oneself with the prin
ciples of both these approaches that are still widely con
sidered opposite and incompatible. 
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The establishment and operational use of such an inte
grated system is doubtlessly more expensive at the in
put stage than is the case with a less sophisticated, 
weaker system. However, this extra expenditure serves 
the purpose of assuring a high fidelity of the representa
tion of concepts and their relations in the store, as well 
as the predictability of their modes of expression. Thus, 
the resources are created to which one will increasingly 
have to resort under the constraints of the future, in 
which one will be confronted with a continuously grow
ing store and a likewise increasing inquiry specifiCity, 
which in itself is a natural consequence of the increasing 
specialization in science and technology. The future will 
also lead to an increase in the inquiry frequency, which 
is a desirable consequence of the (hopefully!) increasing 
popularity of the system. 
Exaggerated parsimony at the storage stage will inevitably 
impair the quality of the search responses and, thus, se
riously reduce the survival power of the system. For, 
lacking fidelity will lead to a high and continuously in
creasing (and often repetitive) expenditure in weeding 
out masses of irrelevant documents, and, in an advanced 
stage, to the rejection or omission of an increasing num
ber of such ballast-including inquiries. 
Lacking predictability will result in a high and continu
ously increasing, even if often latent, proportion of loss 
of relevant information. In weaker systems, expenditure 
at the search stage will increase particularly rapidly if 
such systems are employed for a particularly large litera
ture coverage (e. g. on the global scale) and over an ex
tended period of time. If such a retrieval system has 
later to be abandoned either who1e1y or in part, a cir
cumstance which may manifest itself, for example, in a 
restriction in the search frequency or in a limitation of 
the file to be searched (e. g. by resorting to SDl-services), 
then this is equivalent to a particularly heavy loss of stor
ed, relevant and, hence, valuable information as well as 
of reputation. 
Thus, it is not only from the viewpoint of retrieval sy
stem performance, as expressed in terms of recall and 
precision, that those systems that combine the thesaurus 
and classification approach and avail themselves of power. 
ful synthetic devices, are the most promising, but they 
are also superior as regards the long-term economic as
pect. 
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